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SEE FIRST
ACADEMY kicked
off
The Academy is now available. It is
a virtual space having a supporting
infrastructure dedicated to all SEE
FIRST users and community of
practice. The Academy gathers a
community of Experts in the topic
of soft skills for job seek and
offers live help function and
Forum feature to whoever
registers to it. Visit the website
and discover all the options to
share your knowledge and
exchange with fellow members!
!the target group to the piloting
phase of the Genie.

Pilot test: an interactive session to
try out SEE FIRST results
In each Country of the consortium a piloting session took place
during the month of February: in the form of a promotional event
for the pilot training activities, the workshops wanted to generate
awareness among target groups about the project results, the SEE
FIRST Training Program and Tools comprising:
TOOLS






Transversal skills framework which includes methods and
tools for assessing the gap and a framework for
recognizing skills and achievements
Transversal enhancement strategies and actions
Skills Genie online tool
SEE First Academy virtual space with supporting
infrastructure

The most important goal was to make SEE FIRST known and
Articles
SOFT
available
publicize the multiplier events, the
final on
stage
andSKILLS
conclusive
step on
the website and social media of the
of SEE FIRST’ long journey.
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Multiplier events in
partners ‘countries
Those workshop events are nowadays being organised in
Greece, Italy, UK, Cyprus and Spain. Their aim is to
validate the project results, engage the target groups and
provide final versions of materials at the end of the
project.

Reading

The participants involved in such trainings are:








Recent high school graduates
Recent or undergraduates of post-secondary
education, or HE
Vulnerable young individuals, for example
unemployed, disadvantaged, migrants
Recent young employees, who wish to improve
their soft skills within the existing professional
context, in order to be competitive for an
upgrade or a new job offer.
Trainers and teachers who want to incorporate
new soft skills in their curricula
Employers, Training Centres (VET), Career
guidance counsellors, Recruiters, HR departments

The events are evaluated by asking the participants to fill
in an anonymous questionnaire.
Make sure you follow us on our social media channels to
discover when and where the next Event will take place, a
great occasion to boost your soft skills not to be missed!

Reading
Articles on soft skills are now available on the website and
social media of the project: read them all!
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